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Background: The prognosis of patients with advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is 
still poor, effective therapeutic targets are needed. ZW10 interacting kinetochore protein 
(Zwint) is an essential component of the mitotic spindle checkpoint and is upregulated in 
cancers. Disappointing, the role of ZWINT in HCC has not been fully illuminated.
Methods: Multiple tools, including TIMER2.0, Oncomine, GEPIA2, UALCAN, 
LinkedOmics, Kaplan–Meier Plotter, cBioPortal, and MethSurv, etc. were applied to com-
prehensively analyze the expression, genetic alternations, clinicopathological relevance, 
prognostic value, and DNA methylation of ZWINT, along with its correlations with immune 
infiltration in HCC. Besides, gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) and protein–protein 
interaction (PPI) analysis were performed for the correlated genes of ZWINT, closely inter-
connected clusters and hub proteins in the PPI network were discovered to learn the under-
lying biological mechanisms.
Results: We found ZWINT was significantly upregulated in diverse cancers including HCC, 
compared with the corresponding normal controls. ZWINT upregulation was significantly 
associated with unfavorable clinicopathological features and survivals of HCC patients. 
Genetic alternations of ZWINT frequently occurred, which were linked to worse outcomes 
of HCC patients. The results of GSEA displayed ZWINT and its correlated genes might be 
components of condensed chromosomes and spindles, which participated in biological 
processes and signaling pathways involving DNA replication, cytokinesis, and cell cycle 
checkpoint, etc. Three highly interconnected clusters and 10 hub proteins were identified 
from the PPI network constructed with the correlated genes of ZWINT. Moreover, ZWINT 
expression was found positively correlated with infiltration levels of various immune cells, 
especially myeloid-derived suppressor cells.
Conclusion: This study demonstrated ZWINT might be a promising unfavorable prognostic 
biomarker and a therapeutic target of HCC, which could regulate HCC progression through 
cell division and immunosuppression.
Keywords: hepatocellular carcinoma, ZWINT, prognosis, immune infiltration, kinetochore

Introduction
Primary liver cancer is currently the sixth most prevalent and the third leading 
cause of cancer-related mortality in the world, up to 90% of which is hepatocellular 
carcinoma (HCC).1 HCC is characterized by fast growth and early metastasis, most 
HCC patients are diagnosed at intermediate or advanced stages to miss curative 
treatments. Despite multitarget receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors including 
Sorafenib and Lenvatinib improve the survival of advanced-stage HCC patients, 
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the benefits are unsatisfying and are frequently accompa-
nied by side effects and treatment resistance.2 Hence, there 
is always an urgent call for explorations of novel thera-
peutic candidates targeting the disease process.

Human ZW10 interacting kinetochore protein (Zwint1, 
encoded by ZWINT) is colocated with Zeste White 10 
(ZW10) at the kinetochore. Kinetochores are multiprotein 
complexes assembled onto microtubules linking chromo-
somes and spindles, thus mediate accurate chromosome 
segregation in mitosis.3 The spindle assembly checkpoint 
(SAC) is the main surveillance mechanism during chromo-
some segregation, and kinetochores are platforms for kine-
tochore-microtubule-attachment correction and SAC 
signaling.4 Zwint1 had been proved to be required for 
SAC during mitosis, whose inhibition would cause chro-
mosome dysregulation and eventually induce cell apopto-
sis or tumorigenesis.5,6 Upregulation of ZWINT had been 
observed in various carcinomas and indicated poor out-
comes of patients, including HCC,7 ovarian cancer,8 breast 
cancer,9 and glioblastoma.10 However, the role of ZWINT 
in HCC is still palely described.

In this work, we comprehensively analyzed the expres-
sion, genetic alternations, clinicopathologic and prognostic 
relevance, DNA methylation, and underlying functional 
mechanisms of ZWINT in HCC. Since interactions 
between cancer and the immune microenvironment largely 
influence cancer development and therapeutic responses,11 

the correlations between ZWINT and immune infiltration in 
HCC were also investigated. A study workflow is provided 
in Supplementary Figure 1. This study will help to broaden 
the knowledge of ZWINT in HCC and may provide useful 
references for further studies and therapeutic strategies.

Materials and Methods
Analysis of Differential Expression of 
ZWINT Between Cancers and Adjacent 
Normal Tissues
The expression of ZWINT in various cancers and the 
corresponding normal tissues across all the Cancer 
Genome Atlas (TCGA) cancer types was analyzed using 
Tumor IMmune Estimation Resource Version 2.0 
(TIMER2.0, http://timer.cistrome.org).12 A metaanalysis 
of the differential mRNA expression of ZWINT in multiple 
cancers versus adjacent normal tissues was performed 
using Oncomine (https://www.oncomine.org), which is 
a web tool analyzing the published transcriptome data of 
over 18,000 cancer microarrays.13 The significance 

thresholds in Oncomine were set as: |fold change (FC)| > 
2, P value < 0.001, and gene rank of top 10%.

Subsequently, the comparison of ZWINT expression 
between HCC and normal liver tissues was conducted by 
applying Gene Expression Profiling Interactive Analysis 2 
(GEPIA2, http://gepia2.cancer-pku.cn/),14 using TCGA- 
liver hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC) data (n = 369) and 
normal liver data (n = 369) from TCGA and GTEx data-
sets. The significance criteria were: |FC| > 2 and P value < 
0.001.

Analysis of Associations Between ZWINT 
Expression and Clinicopathological 
Features of HCC Patients
UALCAN(http://ualcan.path.uab.edu)15 and LinkedOmics 
(http://www.linkedomics.org)16 are both online tools pro-
viding in-depth cancer omics analysis based on TCGA 
data. Associations between ZWINT expression and gen-
ders, ages, pathological stages, TNM stages, and tumor 
grades of HCC patients were explored using UALCAN 
and LinkedOmics.

Analysis of Prognostic Significance of 
ZWINT in HCC Patients
Associations between ZWINT expression and overall sur-
vival (OS), relapse-free survival (RFS), progression-free 
survival (PFS), and disease-free survival (DSS) of all HCC 
patients were evaluated using TCGA-LIHC data by 
Kaplan–Meier (KM) Plotter (http://www.kmplot.com/).17 

The prognostic influence of ZWINT expression on OS 
and PFS of HCC patients with distinct clinicopathologic 
parameters was also evaluated. Here, all cases were 
divided into two groups by the median expression level 
of ZWINT.

Identification of Genetic Alternations of 
ZWINT in HCC
cBioPortal (http://www.cbioportal.org) is a web platform 
providing visual and multidimensional cancer genomics 
resources.18,19 Alternations of ZWINT including mutations, 
putative copy number alterations, and mRNA expression 
(z-scores relative to diploid samples with a score threshold 
of ± 2.0) were analyzed by cBioPortal using the data of 
360 HCC samples from “TCGA, Firehose Legacy” data-
set. Moreover, all cases were split into altered and unal-
tered groups, occurrence rates of vascular invasion and 
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survivals of HCC patients were compared between the two 
groups.

DNA Methylation Related Analysis for 
ZWINT
The comparison of global DNA methylation levels of 
ZWINT between HCC and normal liver tissues was per-
formed using UALCAN. Correlations between ZWINT 
expression levels and its DNA methylation levels were 
analyzed using cBioPortal. Associations between methyla-
tion levels of cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) sites of 
ZWINT and OS of HCC patients were evaluated using 
MethSurv (https://biit.cs.ut.ee/methsurv/).20 Here, all 
cases were split into two groups by the median methyla-
tion level of a CpG site.

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis for 
Correlated Genes of ZWINT
Correlated genes of ZWINT were explored using TCGA- 
LICH data (n = 371) by the LinkFinder module of 
LinkedOmics. Next, the correlated genes of ZWINT were 
sequenced to perform gene set enrichment analysis 
(GSEA) using Web-based Gene SeT Analysis Toolkit 
(WebGestalt, http://www.webgestalt.org/).21 GSEA is an 
analytical method aiming to interpret genome-wide 
expression profiles by identifying whether an a priori 
defined set of genes shows statistically significant and 
concordant differences between two biological states.22 

GSEA was conducted for gene ontology (GO) and Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway 
categories. GO categories included biological process 
(BP), cellular component (CC), and molecular function 
(MF) terms. The category size was restricted between 5 
and 2000, the number of permutations was limited below 
500. A gene set satisfying |normalized enrichment score 
(NES)| > 1, adjusted P value < 0.05, and false discovery 
rate (FDR) < 0.05 was considered significantly enriched.

Analysis of Protein–Protein Interaction of 
the Correlated Genes of ZWINT
The correlated genes of ZWINT meeting correlation coef-
ficient (r) > 0.5 were included in protein–protein interac-
tion (PPI) analysis using Search Tool for the Retrieval of 
Interacting Genes 11.0 (STRING 11.0, https://string-db. 
org). The settings were limited as follows: species of 
“homo sapiens”, interaction score > 0.7, and FDR < 
0.05. Then, the PPI network was constructed using 

Cytoscape software (version 3.7.0) with the disconnected 
nodes removed. Molecular Complex Detection (MCODE) 
plugin (version 1.6.1)23 of Cytoscape was used to detect 
densely interacted clusters in the PPI network, with the 
cut-off parameters set as: node degree = 10, node score = 
0.2, k-core = 2, and max depth = 100. Moreover, GO-BP 
functional annotation analysis was carried out for the 
clusters using Database for Annotation, Visualization, 
and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) server (https://david. 
ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp).24

The top 10 hub proteins in the PPI network were 
identified using cytoHubba plugin25 of Cytoscape depend-
ing on their degree values. Correlations between the hub 
genes and ZWINT in HCC were analyzed using TCGA- 
LIHC data by GEPIA2. The prognostic value of the hub 
genes in HCC patients was further discovered by KM 
Plotter, using the same grouping method as above.

Analysis of Correlations Between ZWINT 
Expression and Immune Infiltration in 
HCC
Correlations of ZWINT expression and the infiltration and 
some biomarkers’ expression of diverse tumor-infiltrating 
immune cells (TIICs) in HCC were explored using 
TCGALIHC data integrating TIMER2.0 (n = 371) and 
TISIDB (http://cis.hku.hk/TISIDB) (n = 371).26 The two 
portals both facilitate the investigation of tumor-immune 
interactions incorporating samples covering TCGA cancer 
types.

Statistical Analysis
Comparison of the mRNA expression or DNA methylation 
was performed using Wilcoxon test (TIMER2.0), 
Student’s t-test (Oncomine and UALCAN), one-way 
ANOVA test (GEPIA2), or Kruskal–Wallis test 
(LinkedOmics). KM curves and Log rank test were per-
formed to identify the prognostic significance of a gene, 
global genetic alternation, or a methylated CpG site, and 
hazard ratio (HR), 95% confidence interval (CI), and 
P values were generated. The comparison of occurrence 
rates of vascular invasion between two groups was per-
formed using Chi-squared test. Correlations between gene 
expression and its methylation level were performed using 
both Spearman and Pearson tests. Correlations between the 
expression of any two genes were evaluated using Pearson 
test. Spearman’s method was applied to analyze correla-
tions between gene expression and immune infiltration. 
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Correlation strength was measured by correlation coeffi-
cient (r) values: 0.00–0.19, 0.20–0.39, 0.40–0.59, 0.60– 
0.79, and 0.80−1.0 were very weak, weak, moderate, 
strong, and very strong, respectively.27,28 All tests were 
twotailed paired and P values < 0.05 were considered 
statistically significant. Besides, FDR < 0.05 was an addi-
tional criterion for functional enrichment analysis.

Results
Differential Expression of ZWINT in 
Cancers versus the Corresponding 
Normal Tissues
To begin with, differential expression of ZWINT between 
numerous cancers and the corresponding normal tissues 
was explored. ZWINT was found significantly highly 
expressed in 19 types of TCGA cancers; while lowly 
expressed in one kind of cancer in TIMER2.0 database, 
compared with adjacent normal tissues (Figure 1A). 
Similarly, in Oncomine, a total of 95 datasets suggested 
ZWINT was significantly up-expressed, whereas three 
datasets suggested it was down-expressed in cancers, com-
pared with the corresponding normal controls (Figure 1B). 
Combining the findings from the two databases, ZWINT 
was significantly upregulated in diverse cancers, including 
bladder, breast, cervix, colon and rectum, esophagus, 
brain, head and neck, kidney, liver, lungs, and stomach, 
compared with the corresponding normal tissues.

Specifically, four datasets in Oncomine demonstrated 
ZWINT was significantly higher expressed in HCC than 
normal liver tissues, with the minimum FC of 3.391 
(Figure 1C–F). Consistently, ZWINT was overexpressed 
in HCC compared with normal liver samples in GEPIA2 
(Figure 1G).

Clinicopathological Relevance of ZWINT 
in HCC Patients
Already known that ZWINT was significantly highly 
expressed in HCC, its associations with clinicopathologic 
characteristics of HCC patients were investigated. The 
expression of ZWINT was significantly increased in 
almost all genders, ages, pathological stages, and tumor 
grades of HCC, compared with normal liver samples (P < 
0.05) (Figure 2A–D). ZWINT expression was significantly 
elevated in HCC patients in Stage II-III, compared with 
that in Stage I (P < 0.01) (Figure 3C); and it was sig-
nificantly correlated with pathological T stages of HCC 
patients (P = 1.08E-03) (Figure 2E). Nevertheless, 

relationships between ZWINT expression and pathological 
N/M stages of patients could not be analyzed due to the 
insufficient sample size in the N1 and M1 groups 
(Supplementary Figure 2). Moreover, ZWINT expression 
was significantly higher in Grade-3 tumors than that in 
Grade-1/2 ones (P < 0.01) (Figure 3D). No significant 
difference was found for ZWINT expression in HCC 
patients of different genders and ages (Figure 2A and 
B). Briefly, increased ZWINT expression implied the 
advancement of pathological stages and histological 
grades of HCC patients.

Prognostic Value of ZWINT in HCC 
Patients
Next, associations between ZWINT expression and survi-
vals of HCC patients were explored using KM Plotter. It 
was observed the high-expression of ZWINT was signifi-
cantly related with worse OS (HR = 1.8, P = 8.8E-04), 
RFS (HR = 1.8, P = 4.2E04), PFS (HR = 1.83, P = 4.7E- 
05), and DSS (HR = 2.07, P = 1.3E-03) of all HCC 
patients (Figure 2F).

The further analyses found ZWINT upregulation was sig-
nificantly associated with unfavorable OS and PFS of male 
HCC patients, and patients with Grade-2 tumors, and patients 
without alcohol intake and a history of hepatitis. Additionally, 
high-expressed ZWINT suggested worse OS of HCC patients 
in pathological Stage II and Stage T2 according to the 
American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) Staging 
Manual, also those with Grade-3 tumors (Table 1).

Genetic Alternations and DNA 
Methylation of ZWINT in HCC Patients
Genetic alternations of ZWINT in HCC patients were ana-
lyzed using cBioPortal. Overall, four kinds of alternations, 
including splice mutation, amplification and deep deletion of 
copy number alterations, and mRNA overexpression of 
ZWINT were observed in a total of 27 (7.74%) out of 360 
HCC samples (Figure 3A), among which mRNA overexpres-
sion occurred the most frequently (6.59% of the included 
cases). Noteworthy, HCC patients with at least one kind of 
ZWINT alteration had a higher occurrence rate of vascular 
invasion (Figure 3B), and poorer OS (Figure 3C).

Then, we found ZWINT was similarly unmethylated in 
normal liver and HCC samples with beta values less than 
0.05 (Figure 3D). DNA methylation levels of ZWINT were 
slightly negatively correlated with its expression levels in 
HCC (Spearman test: r = −0.10, P = 0.0469; Pearson test: 
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r = −0.13, P = 0.0115) (Figure 3E). Even though no 
significant difference was found in global methylation 
levels of ZWINT between HCC and normal liver tissues, 
we further investigated the prognostic significance its 

methylated CpG sites in HCC patients. It turned out that 
the hypermethylation of one CpG site (cg16899823) of 
ZWINT significantly implied favorable OS of HCC 
patients (HR = 0.69, P = 0.036) (Figure 3F).

Figure 1 The differential expression of ZWINT between cancer and normal tissues. (A) Expression of ZWINT in tumors of diverse cancer types, compared with the 
corresponding normal tissues (TIMER2.0). Columns are in grey when normal data are available. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P <0.001. (B) A summary of the datasets in which 
ZWINT were significantly up- (red) or down- (blue) expressed in various cancers, compared with the corresponding normal tissues (Oncomine). The cell color is paralleled 
with the best gene rank percentile for the analyses within the cell. Numbers in cells represent the counts of datasets. (C–F) Four datasets in which ZWINT was significantly 
upregulated in HCC, compared with normal liver samples (Oncomine). (G) ZWINT was markedly higher expressed in HCC than normal liver tissues in GEPIA2. *|FC| > 2 
and P < 0.001. 
Abbreviations: TPM, transcript per million; FC, fold change.
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Potential Functions of the Correlated 
Genes of ZWINT
It turned out that 7519 genes were significantly positively 
and 4052 genes were negatively correlated with ZWINT 
expression (Figure 4A), the top 50 of which are shown in 
Figure 4B and C, respectively. The results of GSEA 
reflected the positively correlated genes of ZWINT mainly 
partook in the BPs of DNA replication, cytokinesis, and cell 
cycle checkpoint, etc.; while the negatively correlated genes 
were involved in acute inflammatory responses, peroxisome 
organization, fatty acid metabolic process, and endothelium 

development, etc. (Figure 4D). The positively correlated 
genes composed condensed chromosomes, replication 
forks, spindles, heterochromatin, and microtubules; while 
the negatively correlated genes were components of pro-
tein-lipid complex, blood microparticle, and microbody, 
etc. (Figure 4E). As for the MF, the terms of single stranded 
DNA binding, damaged DNA binding, and motor activity, 
etc. were significantly enriched for the positively correlated 
genes, whereas the terms of the activity of oxidoreductase, 
monooxygenase, and electron transfer activity, etc., were 
enriched for the negatively correlated genes (Figure 4F).

Figure 2 Clinicopathological and prognostic relevance of ZWINT in HCC patients. ZWINT expression in HCC patients with diverse (A) genders, (B) ages, (C) pathological 
stages, and (D) tumor grades (UALCAN). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. (E) The expression of ZWINT in HCC patients with different pathological T stages 
(LinkedOmics). (F) Survival curves present associations between ZWINT expression with OS, RFS, PFS, and DSS of HCC patients (KM Plotter). 
Abbreviations: OS, overall survival; RFS, relapse-free survival; PFS, progression-free survival; DSS, disease-specific survival; HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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Moreover, the positively correlated genes of ZWINT 
were involved in signaling pathways of the cell 
cycle, DNA replication, and homologous recombina-
tion, etc., while the negatively correlated genes might 
regulate fatty acid degradation, steroid hormone bio-
synthesis, and primary bile acid biosynthesis, etc. 
(Figure 4G).

Highly Interconnected Clusters and the 
Hub Proteins in the PPI Network
The 250 positively and 9 negatively correlated genes of 
ZWINT meeting r > 0.5 were used to construct a PPI 
network. After abandoning the disconnected ones, the 
PPI network was composed of 189 proteins and 1879 
interactions (Figure 5A). Cluster 1, Cluster 2, and Cluster 

3 satisfying MCODE scores > 9 were identified using the 
MCODE plugin and were composed of 39, 10, and 24 
proteins, respectively (Figure 5B). The functional annota-
tion analysis indicated Cluster 1 genes mainly participated 
in sister chromatid cohesion, DNA replication, and telo-
mere maintenance, etc.; Cluster 2 genes partook in G2/M 
transition of the mitotic cell cycle, spindle assembly, and 
cell division, etc.; Cluster 3 genes were involved in DNA 
replication, DNA repair, and DNA synthesis, etc. 
(Figure 5C–E).

Furthermore, cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1), 
minichromosome maintenance complex component 
(MCM) 3/4/5/7, kinesin family member 11 (KIF11), 
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), breast can-
cer 1, early onset (BRCA1), exonuclease 1 (EXO1), 
and aurora kinase A (AURKA) were recognized as the 

Figure 3 Genetic alternations and DNA methylation of ZWINT in HCC. (A) An overview of genetic alternations of ZWINT in HCC (cBioPortal). (B) The comparison of 
occurrence rates of vascular invasion between HCC patients with ZWINT altered or not. (C) The influence of the global alternation of ZWINT on the OS of HCC patients. 
(D) The promoter DNA methylation status of ZWINT in HCC and normal liver samples (UALCAN). (E) Correlations between DNA methylation levels and expression 
levels of ZWINT in HCC (cBioPortal). (F) A methylated CpG site of ZWINT was significantly associated with the OS of HCC patients (MethSurv). 
Abbreviations: OS, overall survival; CpG, cytosinephosphate-guanine.
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hub proteins in the PPI network based on their degree 
values (Figure 6A and Table 2). Among them, six and 
two different hub proteins belonged to Cluster 1 and 
Cluster 3 respectively. The gene expression of these 
hub proteins was all positively correlated with ZWINT 
with the minimum r value over 0.5, and the top one 
hub gene CDK1 presented the closest correlation with 
ZWINT (r = 0.87, P < 1E-04) (Figure 6B–K). In 
addition, among the hub genes, the high expression 
of CDK1, MCM5, KIF11, PCNA, MCM3, MCM7, 
BRCA1, EXO1, and AURKA was significantly related 
to the unfavorable OS of HCC patients (Figure 6L).

Correlations Between ZWINT Expression 
and Immune Infiltration in HCC
Correlations between ZWINT expression and infiltration 
levels of diverse TIICs in HCC were investigated using 
TIMER2.0 server. As shown in Figure 7A, ZWINT expres-
sion was significantly positively correlated with the tumor 
purity (r = 0.197, P = 2.31E-04) and the infiltration level 
of myeloid dendritic cells (mDCs) (r = 0.489, P = 3.77E- 
22), CD4+ T cells (r = 0.194, P = 2.83E-04), regulatory 
T cells (Tregs) (r = 0.285, P = 7.16E08), macrophages (r = 
0.3, P = 1.30E-08), neutrophils (r = 0.176, P = 1.05E-03), 
B cells (r = 0.377, P = 4.42E-13), and myeloid-derived 

Table 1 Associations Between ZWINT Expression and OS and PFS of HCC Patients with Diverse Clinicopathological Parameters

OS PFS

Clinicopathological parameters n HR (95% CI) P n HR (95% CI) P

Gender

Male 246 2.21(1.40–3.50) 5.00E-04 249 2.01(1.39–2.89) 1.00E-04

Female 118 1.41(0.81–2.46) 0.22 121 1.55(0.93–2.58) 0.09

Pathological stage

I 170 1.20(0.65–2.20) 0.55 171 1.33(0.81–2.18) 0.26

II 83 2.77(1.19–6.44) 0.01 85 0.15 0.15

III+IV 87 1.48(0.82–2.67) 0.19 90 1.44(0.85–2.46) 0.17

Tumor grade

1 55 1.57(0.60–4.09) 0.35 55 1.61(0.72–3.60) 0.24

2 174 1.93(1.14–3.25) 0.01 177 2.26(1.45–3.52) 2.00E-04

3 118 1.96(1.06–3.65) 0.03 119 1.60(0.97–2.64) 0.06

AJCC T stage

1 180 1.40(0.78–2.50) 0.26 181 1.39(0.86–2.25) 0.18

2 90 2.53(1.18–5.47) 0.01 93 1.53(0.88–2.65) 0.13

3 78 1.66(0.90–3.05) 0.10 80 1.29(0.74–2.28) 0.37

Alcohol consumption

Yes 115 1.79(0.94–3.42) 0.07 117 2.08(1.23–3.52) 0.01

No 202 1.62(1.02–2.58) 0.04 205 1.89(1.25–2.83) 1.90E-03

Heptitis 0.73(0.22–2.43)

Yes 150 1.22(0.64–2.32) 0.55 153 1.46(0.92–2.32) 0.11

No 167 2.33(1.46–3.71) 2.00E-04 169 2.39(1.53–3.74) 8.70E-05

Note: The results with statistical significance are in bold. 
Abbreviations: OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; AJCC, American Joint Committee on Cancer.
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suppressor cells (MDSCs) (r = 0.707, P = 1.49E-53). 
Whereas no significant correlation was observed between 
ZWINT expression and the infiltration of plasmacytoid 
CDs (pCDs), CD8+ T cells, and natural killer (NK) cells.

Since distinct TIIC subtypes function differently, cor-
relations between ZWINT expression and infiltration levels 
of some subsets of CD4+ T cells [helper T cells (Th) 1, 2, 
17, and follicular helper T cells (Tfh)] were further ana-
lyzed using TISIDB. Correlations between the expression 
of ZWINT and biomarkers of tumor-associated macro-
phages (TAMs) were analyzed using TIMER2.0. We 
found the infiltration of Th1 cells (r = −0.311, P = 
9.65E-10) was negatively, while that of Th2 cells (r = 
0.251, P = 9.85E-07) was positively correlated with the 

expression of ZWINT, both with a weak extent. However, 
no significant observation was found about Th17 and Tfh 
cells (Figure 7B). Moreover, ZWINT expression showed 
weakly positive correlations with the expression of bio-
markers of TAMs, both M1- and M2-TAMs types (P < 
0.05) (Figure 7C).

Discussion
During mitosis, sister chromatids of each chromosome 
must be accurately attached to the spindle microtubules 
to get equal segregation between two daughter cells. 
Defects in chromosome segregation give rise to chromo-
somal instability, which is a hallmark of cancers and 
genetic conditions. Proper kinetochore function is the key 

Figure 4 Correlated genes of ZWINT and the functional annotation based on GSEA. (A) Volcano plots show expressional correlations between ZWINT and its correlated 
genes in HCC (LinkedOmics). Red and green dots indicate positively and negatively correlated genes respectively. Heat maps showing the top 50 genes that were (B) 
positively and (C) negatively correlated with ZWINT in HCC (LinkedOmics). The top five significantly enriched (D) GO-BP, (E) GO-CC, (F) GO-MF, and (G) KEGG pathway 
terms for ZWINT correlated genes based on GSEA. Bars in blue or Orange represent positive or negative enrichment respectively. 
Abbreviations: GSEA, gene set enrichment analysis; GO, gene ontology; BP, biological process; CC, cellular component; MF, molecular function; KEGG, Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genome; FDR, false discovery rate.
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to prevent aneuploidy. Deregulations of genes encoding 
kinetochore proteins are partially blamed for cancers, 
which therefore are considered promising anticancer 
strategies.29,30 In this work, comprehensive analyses were 
carried out to identify the potential prognostic and ther-
apeutic values of a kinetochore protein, ZWINT, in HCC.

In previous studies, the mRNA and protein expression 
of ZWINT had been found significantly higher in HCC 
than noncancerous tissues, which indicated unfavorable 
clinical features (tumor size and number also recurrence 
tendency) and survival. Ectopic expression of Zwint would 
promote the proliferation of HCC cells.31 There were also 
bioinformatic studies implying ZWINT as a prognostic 
indicator of HCC, even an independent one.7,32 

Consistently, we found ZWINT was significantly upregu-
lated in various cancers including HCC, compared with 
the corresponding normal controls. We observed ZWINT 
overexpression significantly indicated the advancement of 

pathological stages, histological grades, and worse survi-
vals of HCC patients. And the adverse survival implica-
tions were significant even for those without alcohol intake 
nor hepatitis background. Furthermore, the overall genetic 
alternation of ZWINT was significantly linked with 
a higher incidence of vascular invasion and unfavorable 
OS of HCC patients. Despite this, no significant differen-
tial methylation between HCC and noncancer tissues was 
identified, suggesting DNA methylation might not be 
a major mechanism by which ZWINT regulated HCC 
development.

Functionally collaborative genes tend to show similar 
expressional profiles, whose proteins may constitute the 
same complex or regulate the same signaling. Therefore, 
GSEA for the co-expressed genes of ZWINT was per-
formed to decipher its underlying functions. The positively 
correlated genes of ZWINT were generally components of 
condensed chromosomes, replication forks, and spindles, 

Figure 5 Highly interconnected clusters in the PPI network constructed by the correlated genes of ZWINT. (A) The PPI network constructed by the correlated genes of 
ZWINT meeting correlation coefficient > 0.5. Nodes in pink or blue represent positively or negatively correlated genes of ZWINT respectively, and node sizes signify degree 
values. Edges represent interactions among proteins, and edge thicknesses indicate interaction scores. (B) Three clusters with MCODE scores > 9 screened out from the 
PPI network. The top five GO-BP terms that were significantly enriched for the genes in (C) Cluster 1, (D) Cluster 2, and (E) Cluster 3, respectively.
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which participated in DNA replication, cytokinesis, and 
cell cycle control. While the negatively correlated genes of 
ZWINT might participate in inflammatory responses and 
fatty acid metabolism. At the protein level, closely inter-
acting clusters in a PPI network might exert as molecular 
complexes or parts of signaling pathways. We found func-
tions of the three clusters in the PPI network regarding 
DNA replication and repair were in line with the results of 
GSEA. Furthermore, CDK1, MCM3/4/5/7, KIF11, PCNA, 
BRCA1, EXO1, and AURKA were identified as the core 
contributors in the PPI network, and all of them were 
significantly associated with poor OS of HCC patients, 
except for PCNA. Notably, CDK1 had a very strong cor-
relation with ZWINT, which had also been described 
before.31

Chromosomal DNA replication in normal cells is 
strictly regulated by the replication licensing system to 
ensure it occurs only once per cell cycle. Dysregulation 

of genes regulating DNA replication permits cells to 
escape from cell cycle inhibition and apoptosis, thereby 
confer a proliferative advantage, which is an outstanding 
feature of neoplastic cells.33 CDKs are central regulators 
of the cell cycle including processes of

DNA replication, DNA repair, chromosome segrega-
tion, and mitotic exit.34,35 Cyclin B1/CDK1 regulates 
mitosis G2-M phase transition, during which CDK1 is 
controlled by checkpoint kinases to prevent aberrant 
DNA distributed to daughter cells.34 MCM 2–7 proteins 
function as a helicase complex composing pre-replication 
complexes (pre-RCs), which license the initiation of 
DNA replication. Phosphorylation of CDKs can activate 
pre-RCs at the onset of DNA replication and inhibit pre- 
RCs reassembling to block rereplication.36 CDKs interact 
with MCMs extensively. For instance, CDK-dependent 
MCM3 phosphorylation was indispensable for the forma-
tion of MCM2–7 complex;37 and phosphorylation of 

Figure 6 Analyses for the hub genes in the PPI network. (A) The top 10 hub genes in the PPI network. Redder colors indicate higher degree values. (B–K) Correlations 
between expression levels of ZWINT and (B) CDK1, (C) MCM5, (D) KIF11, (E) PCNA, (F) MCM3, (G) MCM4, (H) MCM7, (I) BRCA1, (J) EXO1, and (K) AURKA analyzed using 
Pearson test (GEPIA2). (L) Impacts of the hub genes on the OS of HCC patients. The results with statistical significance are in bold. 
Abbreviation: OS, overall survival.
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MCM7 by Cyclin/Cdks in the M phase contributed to 
a proper mitotic exit.38 High-expression of MCMs and 
CDKs had been recognized as early events during tumor-
igenesis, and they were considered promising diagnostic 
biomarkers for early detection and therapeutic targets of 
cancers.33,39

KIFs participate in the organelle’s transports, also chro-
mosome and spindle movements during cell division, 
whose overexpression can induce genomic instability.

Upregulation of several KIFs, including KIF11, had 
been reported as biomarkers to predict unfavorable patho-
logical characteristics and outcomes of HCC patients.40,41 

PCNA is an auxiliary of DNA polymerases and forms 
DNA sliding clamps, which is essential for DNA replica-
tion and repair at the replication fork. Various cancer cells 
showed up to five to six-fold more PCNA expression than 
healthy cells, which likely contributed to high cell prolif-
eration and might serve as a prognostic indicator for 
cancers.42,43 Despite this, PCNA was not associated with 
the survival of HCC patients in our study. BRCA1 is 
a tumor-suppressive gene, especially for breast and ovar-
ian cancer.

However, a recent bioinformatic study also indicated 
BRCA1 played an evil role in HCC.44 EXO1 has 5ʹ to 3ʹ 
exonuclease and 5’structure-specific endonuclease activity, 
thus plays a pivotal role in DNA replication and repair, 
whose deletion can cause genomic instability and meiosis 
defects.45 On the other side, EXO1 overexpression pro-
moted the proliferation and aggressiveness of HCC cells,46 

and was linked with advanced clinicopathological features 

and poorer OS of HCC patients.47 The activation of 
AURKA is necessary for chromosome segregation and 
mitotic progression in healthy cells. Meanwhile, upregu-
lated AURKA could promote cell proliferation, epithelial– 
mesenchymal transition (EMT), and cancer stem cell self- 
renewal in multiple cancers. Recently, several AURKA 
inhibitors have been identified with anticancer activity in 
preclinical studies.48 To sum up, the hub genes in the PPI 
network uniformly regulate the cell cycle, whose aber-
rance underlies malignant phenotypes of cancers, and 
most of them have been considered as cancer biomarkers.

CD8+ T cells and NK cells can be motivated by DCs 
and pro-inflammatory cytokines secreted by Th1 cells to 
exert effective immune surveillance to inhibit cancer.50 In 
the current work, we found ZWINT expression signifi-
cantly negatively correlated with the infiltration of Th1 
cells, while positively correlated with the infiltration of 
DCs, macrophages, neutrophils, MDSCs, Th2 cells, 
Tregs, and B cells; and the biomarkers’ expression of 
TAMs. But no observation was found for CD8+ T cells 
and NK cells. DCs, TAMs, tumor-associated neutrophils 
(TANs), and MDSCs are myeloid-derived cells leading to 
immune evasion and cancer progression.50,51 As profes-
sional antigen-presenting cells, DCs are equipped with 
immune stimulatory capacities once maturation; however, 
they often displayed tolerogenic phenotypes in cancers, 
influenced by the cytokines, enzymes, and growth factors 
from the tumor microenvironment (TME).52,53 TAMs and 
TANs can be polarized into anticancer M1/N1 subtypes or 
pro-cancer M2/N2 subtypes, depending on microenviron-
mental stimuli. M1-TAMs and N1-TANs can potentiate 
anticancer immunity, whereas M2-TAMs and N2-TANs 
can suppress adaptive immunity, promote angiogenesis 
and extracellular matrix remodeling to foster tumor pro-
gression. In general, the high density of TAMs and TANs 
may indicate invasive phenotypes, therapy resistance, and 
dismal outcomes of HCC patients.54–56 MDSCs are the 
main immunosuppressive cells in the TME with 
a capacity of blocking T-cell activation. Besides, they 
can increase Tregs’ abundance, promote TAMs’ M1-to- 
M2 transition and angiogenesis, etc., thereby promoting 
cancer.57 Th1 cells express proinflammatory cytokines to 
activates immunity. In contrast, Th2, Th17, Tfh cells, and 
Tregs secret inhibitory cytokines to foment immune 
escape. Therefore, an increased abundance of Th1 cells 
is generally associated with better treatment response and 
the survival of HCC patients,58,59 while Tregs did 
oppositely.60 As for B cells, they seem to act dully in 

Table 2 The Hub Genes in the PPI Network

Gene 
Symbol

Gene Name Degree 
Value

CDK1 Cyclin-dependent kinase 1 104

MCM5 Minichromosome maintenance complex 

component 5

64

KIF11 Kinesin family member 11 63

PCNA Proliferating cell nuclear antigen 62

MCM3 Minichromosome maintenance complex 
component 3

60

MCM4 Minichromosome maintenance complex 

component 4

58

MCM7 Minichromosome maintenance complex 

component 7

56

BRCA1 Breast cancer 1, early onset 55

EXO1 Exonuclease 1 54

AURKA Aurora kinase A 53
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HCC depending on the secretion of inflammatory factors, 
and the consensus has not been reached.50,60,61 In short, 
ZWINT upregulation implied the rising infiltration of mul-
tiple immunosuppressive cells, which might partially 
explain its contributions to the HCC development.

Conclusions
This study depicted the role of ZWINT in HCC through 
comprehensive transcriptomic analyses. ZWINT is consis-
tently up-expressed in multiple cancers, including HCC. 
The overexpression or alternations of ZWINT were signifi-
cantly related to adverse clinicopathologic characteristics 
and survivals of HCC patients. ZWINT cooperated with its 
co-expressed genes to modulate DNA replication, DNA 
repair, and the cell cycle, whose variations underlay the 
uncontrolled proliferation of cancer cells. Apart from indu-
cing chromosomal stability, we firstly reported ZWINT might 
promote HCC by raising the infiltration of various 

immunosuppressive cells in the TME. Our study suggested 
ZWINT might be a universal unfavorable biomarker of can-
cers, which deserved more in-depth explorations and was 
prospected to be a novel therapeutic target regulating both 
cell division and immune microenvironment.
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